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then kk when Elizabeth was Queen and when the plan was made to assassi

nate her and the efforts were made to make Mary, Queen of Scots, Queen

of England and all this, there were Jesuits in disguise in England. And
records

we have ragwraxam of some of their accomplishments, XXXIX a thrilling

story what they went through disguised and accomp1ihthg their ends

and getting away safely. And they did much of that sort of thing.

Well their reputation became established and there's no question that

the Jesuits if they think it a desirable thing to do will assign one of

their members to pretend to be a lawyer, a merchant, or anything else.

But to just how great an extent that's done we have no way of telling

of course because it's secret. But there have been at least some who

were that way and in many countries there is an impression abroad that

there are a great many. But the inner records of the order of course

are quite secret now. I would doubt if there are many like that in

this $'country . My guess would be that they have no need of that

particular (11.) in this country. But if there's a

place where their object would be advance by it - you see that's one

way they differ from other orders. The Franciscans have their

they have to wear, the Dominicans that they

ordinarily wear. The Jesuits don't have a set costume. They will

ordinarily wear a clerical garb but they don't have to. The others

are supposed to wear it all the time. Everything to them is subor

dinated to the purpose of their (k.5) Others

have to put in so many hours a day reading in their prayerbook,

chanting various hymns and so on. The Jesuits are supposed to do a

1t of that sort of thing in their life but they don't have to do it

on any particular day or any particu&ar week - they are ready to give

their entire effort to the objective at hand. Yes? (Student question)

They are directed what they are to do
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